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Executive Summary:

It was a great opportunity for me to complete my internship from Square Toiletries Limited. I got the chance to learn many things from this company. I am also thankful that I got such mentors as my supervisors. I have put all my learning’s and observation into this report. I have discussed about the company profile, their mission, vision, organogram. I have discussed in detail about their recruitment and selection process. After that part I have analyzed the part to show the authenticity and effectiveness of the process. The questions I have asked to my supervisors are in the appendix. I also provide bibliography from which I have taken the information about the company. I hope this report will give a proper understanding of Square Toiletries Limited’s recruitment and selection process.
Chapter 1: Introduction
quality cosmetics and toiletries which includes 20 brands and more than 55 products covering a wide range of categories like skin care, hair care, oral care, baby care, fabric care, feminine hygiene etc.

Other than center business capacities STL has long taken dynamic part in various altruistic exercises like work era program for defenseless group, monetary guide to distraught and cataclysmic event influenced individuals, helping corrosive casualties, tree ranch, making mass mindfulness on wellbeing and cleanliness issues, supporting instruction and different neighborhood group programs and numerous more. Square Toiletries Ltd. symbolizes development. STL is the pioneer in acquiring new items and bundling ideas in Bangladesh. At present, STL is completing its creation in its two completely mechanized plants at Rupshi and Pabna.

STL is presently one of the best toiletries makers and advertisers in the country, and with popular brands, for instance, Jui, Meril, Kool and Chaka, it works successfully as an essential player in the exceedingly competitive market.

### 1.3: Board of Directors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Samuel S Chowdhury</td>
<td>Chairman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Ratna Patra</td>
<td>Vice Chairman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Tapan Chowdhury</td>
<td>Managing Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Anjan Chowdhury</td>
<td>Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Kazi Iqbal Harun</td>
<td>Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. M Sekander Ali</td>
<td>Independent Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Nihad Kabir</td>
<td>Independent Director</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.4: Mission

- To treasure consumer understanding as one of our most valued assets and thereby exerting every effort to understand consumers' dynamic requirements to enable us in offering maximum satisfaction.

- To offer consumer products at affordable price by strictly maintaining uncompromising stance with quality. With continuous R&D and innovation we strive to make our products complying with international quality standards.

- To maintain a congenial working environment to build and develop the core asset of STL – its people. As well as to pursue for high level of employee motivation and satisfaction.

- To sincerely uphold the responsibility towards the government and society with utmost ethical standards as well as make every effort for a social order devoid of malpractices, anti-environmental behaviors, unethical and corruptive dealings.

1.5: Vision

We attempt to understand the unique needs of the consumer and translate that needs into products which satisfies them in the form of quality products, high level of service and affordable price range in a unique way.

1.6: Value and Principles

Well-being of consumer, employee and society are the three foundation pillars of the values and principles of Square Toiletries Ltd. Square Toiletries Ltd. believes that it is their obligation to work for the welfare of society. In spite of being a commercial organization STL doesn't always opt for profit, rather it tries to be even more focused towards the fulfillment of its commitments to society and hence has an intense sense of responsibility to its customer, its people and its society as a whole. From the day to day business operation to quality policy, in every single activity of STL these core values and principals are reflected.
Quality Policy

- Dedicated to make every effort to understand consumer needs to provide maximum satisfaction and to achieve market leadership.

- Strive to continuously upgrade manufacturing technology and to maintain optimum level of quality measures in conformity with the international standard – ISO 9001: 2008.

- Committed to achieve quality objective through continuous employee training and maintaining congenial working environment.

### 1.7: Employee Status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FMCG</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Care</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1.8: Sister Concerns of Square Group

Square has 16 sister groups. Each has different targets. Some provides service and some provides products. They are dealing in their individual markets but provide help to each other to promote themselves. They work in different sectors but have unity among them.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SQUARE Hospitals Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUARE Toiletries Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUARE Herbal &amp; Neutaceuticals Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUARE Food &amp; Beverage Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUARE Informatix Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUARE Textiles Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUARE Fashions Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maasranga Communications Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediacom Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabazpur Tea Company Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegis Services Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUARE School &amp; College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUARE Formulations Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUARE Agro Development &amp; Processing Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUARE Air Services Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUARE Pharma Package Ltd.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.9: Organogram

Chairmen
Vice Chairmen
Managing Director
Deputy Managing Director
Executive Director
Director
General Manager
Deputy General Manager
Assistant General Manager
Senior Manager
Manager
Senior Executive
Executive
For field employees they follow the below organogram

- Divisional Sales Manager (DSM)
- Regional Sales Manager (RSM)
- Territory Sales Officer (TSO)
- Sales Officer (SO)
Chapter 2: Internship Activity
2.1: Internship Period
I got the chance to work in Square Toiletries Limited from 18 April 2017 to 18 July 2017 under Ms. Monami Haque, Assistant General Manager of Human Resource Development. As I am a student of Human Resource Management I got a vast chance to turn my academic education into real life education. I got the chance to fully observe and work with them and got to know how things really work in corporate world.

2.2: Duties and Responsibilities
I had the opportunity to work with three dynamic persons who are the main persons for recruiting employees in the most demanding positions. They were the persons who mainly search for the right employees. My work was mainly to do the same work as a helping hand.

The work I had done:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CV sorting (according to the job description I was provided with)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortlisting the CVs to give them to my immediate supervisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text them for attending written exam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invigilate the exam hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Script checking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call the shortlisted candidates (selected through written test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make a short summary about them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinate the interview session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make proposal for the selected candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compile personal files of the employees who recently joined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparing written grade sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparing viva grade sheets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3 Learning's I have received

Personal Skills
- Time management
- Working under pressure
- Being responsible of the work I had done
- Multi-tasking

Corporate Skills
- Talking with people professionally
- Taking decision in some task by myself
- Spontenious in work
- Work out of comfort zone
- Confidentiality

Soft Skills
- Microsoft excel application
- Using tools to work fast
Chapter 3: Objective and Methodology
3.1: Objective

**Objective of this report** is to discuss the process of the Recruitment and Selection, how they select and offer the job and the potency of this process, if the process is good enough to recruit new people.

3.2: Methodology

**Primary data Collection:**

As I worked in there I have seen the process by myself. But to know more in depth about this I have questioned my supervisors in office. As for the potency of this process I also have made a set of question to ask them. My office supervisors work in different recruitment section so I was able to get a full view of the process and was able to know an honest review about the potency of the process.

The HRD personnel I have questioned are:

*Muhammad Shahnur Rajib*, Senior Executive (Responsible for senior level recruitments)

*Azaz Ahamd*, Executive (Responsible for Territory Sales Officer recruitments)

*Khandker Nabil Abrar* (Responsible for Sales Officer recruitments)

**Secondary data collection:**

- Square Toiletries Limited’s website
- Previous reports about STL
- News article, journals about STL

3.3: Limitations

- Three month time period was not enough to be trained in such a vast organization
- Because of some confidential subject every part cannot be disclosed
- Mainly have to use observing method as not everything will be discussed in front of a contractual employee.
Chapter 4: Square Toiletries Limited’s Department
Human Resource Department mainly dealt with all the other departments. It goes through every department in order to know if they need new employees or the existing employees are working accordingly. The compensation schedule, performance management, selection and recruiting section everything is under Human Resource Development.

As Square Toiletries do not have their own building, so the departments are kind of divided among floors of same building and other building. Because of this issue the work has got tied up and the executive cannot see through every sector.

The main concerns lie on Recruitment and Selection and there are mainly three persons to look each recruitment process, one person to see the internal office staff recruitment and one person to maintain the attendance schedule, one to look after the system is updated with new employees and above all of them is Assistant General Manager.
Chapter 5: Recruitment and Selection Process
Square Toiletries always gives chance to the people who have the potential to excel. STL chose people with merit and attitude and groom them to be a person who is ready to face any challenge in any working environment. A person has to go through three to four screening before he got the job.

Recruitment and Selection Process has been discussed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5.1: Recruitment Process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before the recruitment process the HR department has to make certain decision in order to what they are looking for and how they are going to portrait the job so, that will attract people’s attention. There are also other things which need same attention and they are:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Need Assessment
- Job Description
- Job Specification
- Advertisement portals
- Internal Options
- Written test
- Interview session
- Interview Board
- Time schedule for written test and viva

**Recruitment Source:**

The recruitment process in divided in three parts:

- Entry Level
- Mid/ Senior Level
- Grade Staff

A. Internal Source: After going through the job description and specification some time existing employees suggest whom they know and will be applicable for the position,
therefore they recommend them but that does not mean the candidate are chosen, they have to go through the same process according to the company policy.

B. External Source: It mainly is advertisement portals. When there is vacancy for any post HR department will post the advertisement in BD jobs, newspapers etc.

C. Employee Referrals: For the post which need immediate employee HR department contact with internal employees to refer someone who will be applicable for the job. It is mostly done in Sales Officer post, the territory sales officer recommend sales officer to fill the position.

---

### 5.2: Selection Process

In here employees are selected. But not so easily there are many steps before an employee is chosen. Even after being appointed for the position one has to be in probation period for six months and then have to sit for another round of interviews to get permanent. Sometime the employee again get probationary period, then again have to be there for six month and have to show improvement to get to be permanent.

The stages of selection process are:

**CV Sorting:** After receiving CVs from different sources it’s time to sort them out according to the job description and candidates’ experience. Even if some CVs come from internal source which do not math with the criteria it will not be selected. STL is very attentive in this kind of works

**Written Test:** After CV sorting it is time to let them know about the exam schedule and what they have to bring with them. STL have account in Grammenphone which have given an account and number to Square to text a number people at a time. Still to make sure if they got the messages randomly people are being called.
There are mostly three parts. One part is mathematics, second part is analytical analysis and third part is writing.

**Interview Session:** Now comes the interview session. Before that the script are thoroughly checked and grade sheet are prepared. According to merit list candidates are called to attend the interview session.

After being qualified they will be called for a final interview session where top management will select the final one.

**Other parts:** After being selected the candidate has to do a lot of paper works. He will have to give his educational certificates, medical certificates, insurance form, character certificate, previous job’s clearance etc. Then there will be orientation program, briefing session of how to do the work, probation period adjustment and many more.

To see the recruitment and selection process at a glance:
Chapter 6: Analysis of the Process
After knowing the process it is time to analyze in which basis they follow and maintain this process. Is it the best option for them to recruit and select or there can be any other way to do it. The analysis is based on my observation and the answers I receive form my office supervisors.

6.1 Effectiveness of the job sources
As we have seen the job source is mainly depends on two kinds of portal, internal source and external source. In these two sources there is nothing to be hide about one is coming solely from a trusted portal and another is coming from an unknown link through BD.jobs and Prothom alo job portals. Though some time it may seem the internal source candidates get the most preference and some may think they are being selected but Square Toiletries Limited took pride in being honest and fair regarding these matters. Father more they take exams and interview of all the candidates fairly and with sincerity.

Therefore, it can be said that the job sources are authentic and trustworthy. The candidates drop their CVs by seeing the job advertisements in which the job description and specifications are written for the candidates what they are expected of.

6.2 Factors based on which CVs are selected
- A well written cv
- Age limit
- Educational qualification
- Experience (if mentioned)
- Matching other criteria that have been mentioned in the job advertisement

Therefore, it is clear they chose the CVs according to the job description and not by their personal choice. The rules are very strict and one has to follow or have to answer the higher authority for being wrong or biased.
6.3 Factors based on which the written script are checked

- Has attempted every question.
- Knowledge and skills in analytical ability and mathematics portion
- Writing skill in free writing portion
- Adoption in the translation part

The senior executive himself prepare these questions so no one can know the question. And in his supervision the questions got printed and executive himself take the responsibility to keep it safe. The questions are being made following IBA, SAT, Renowned university question pattern. So if someone put a little bit effort he/she can excel in the exam and will be selected in the interview session.

It can be said the question is not too hard and is made in a way that the talented one got select. For the possibility of the question being liked is very low as it’s under the protection of a senior level management whom has to answer if something happens with the questions because it is a matter of company’s reputation. So the process is well organized and well maintained.

6.4 Reliability of the interview sessions

The most important thing for the company is there reputation and they won’t be doing anything that will harm their reputation. They produce the best product and provide the best service so the consumers trust on them and continue to buy their product. It also goes with hiring the right person as he/she will be a representative for Square Toiletries Limited.

Interview sessions are in three parts.

- With senior management but choosing in a more relax way
- Second with senior management but with more putting pressure on the candidate
- After got selected initially the candidate have to meet the department head and have to receive the “OK”

As there are three stages and all with the senior level management it is very difficult of being biased. The ultimate power is upon senior management’s hand whom are experienced and know their field very well. It will be fair and justified.
6.5 Post joining activities

It is also a necessary part for Square Toiletries Limited because one a person is linked with this company they took care of their people. They prepare their insurance papers; they took the paper of their family members, job history, and medical history and update their system with it so if there is any problem with the employee they can took action immediately.

The best part about being an employee of Square Toiletries Limited is they are very transparent about what they are offering you and the extra benefits they offer to their employees and to their family is very attractive. They will be fair to their employee and also will be transparent as they will sign every paper which are related with these types of thing and moreover will provide you with the same copy documents, if there any need arise employee will be able to show it.

The above analysis gives a clear view of the authenticity of Square Toiletries Limited. They are fare and follow every rule their organization. They try to choose the best employee and give him/her the best experience of working there.
Chapter 7: Conclusion
Being a reputed company in this country is not an easy thing as there are many corrupted company and people know about them. Many companies hire people in exchange of money and after some time the company is gone. This kind of harassment is a common phenomenon in our country and people have difficult time to trust because of this. In this whole situation being a trusted company not only in production but also in hiring new employees is a big thing.

By making this report in this particular topic was very though as I tried my best to give the information I received from working there but also taking care of the confidential matter of them. It was my honor to be a part such a company and I am thankful to my office supervisor for teaching me so much and be so patient while doing so. It was a great experience.
http://futurestartup.com/2017/07/17/brief-history-square/


*Square Toiletries Limited.* (n.d.). Retrieved from squaretoiletries.com:
http://squaretoiletries.com/

*Wikipedia the free Encyclopedia.* (n.d.). Retrieved from Wikipedia.com:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Square_Toiletries
1. Are the job sources reliable and effective?
2. What are factors in which the candidates are fit for the job is justified?
3. How long it takes to start the recruitment process after knowing a employee is needed?
4. Are the questions well prepared?
5. Is there any way that the questions can be stolen from office?
6. Are the interview sessions unbiased?
7. Are the post joining activities takes too much time?
Appendix B

Do you have the SQUARE qualities?

SQUARE TOILETRIES LTD., a sister concern of SQUARE Group is currently looking for dynamic, hardworking, intelligent & self-driven candidates for the following position:

Position: Executive
Department: Production
Work Station: Rupshi Factory, Narayanganj

Responsibilities:
- Prepare production plan, schedule and monitor accordingly
- Maintain production process as per SOPs
- Prepare batch reconciliation and relevant production report
- Minimize process loss and maximize the output.

Requirements:
- MSc in Chemistry/Applied Chemistry or BSc in Mechanical/Industrial Production Engineering from any reputed university
- 1-2 years of experience in any Pharmaceutical or Toiletries Company will get preference
- Age within 32

If you think you are the right person we are looking for, please submit your resume with cover letter and 2 (two) recent passport-size photographs (not more than 6 months old) by 28 January 2017 addressing to General Manager, Human Resource Department, Square Toiletries Limited, Rupayan Centre (11th floor), 72 Mohakhali CA, Dhaka 1212 or e-mail through hr@stl@squaregroup.com

- The position applied for must be mentioned in the subject line of your mail.
- Square Toiletries Ltd. is an Equal Employment Opportunity provider.

STL SquareGroup
www.squaretoiletries.com

শরীরসঞ্চালন ও অঙ্গন মানব সংস্কারের জন্য বিদ্যমান যান ভাঙোগলাকার সংস্কার সংস্কার সাধারণ কর্মসংস্থান করুন।

ISO 9001:2008 সাধারণ এবং নেতৃত্বের সন্ধানে সংস্কার ইনস্টিটিউট এম্ভালজার সংস্কার সাধারণ কর্মসংস্থান করুন।

নিয়ম-পরিদর্শন কর্মসংস্থান করুন।

- কার্যভার পার্থক্য কর্মসংস্থান করুন।
- প্রতিষ্ঠান প্রতিষ্ঠান কর্মসংস্থান করুন।
- কার্যভার পার্থক্য কর্মসংস্থান করুন।
- নিয়ম-পরিদর্শন কর্মসংস্থান করুন।
- কার্যভার পার্থক্য কর্মসংস্থান করুন।
- নিয়ম-পরিদর্শন কর্মসংস্থান করুন।

RCM ও সৌন্দর্য উন্নতির জন্য বিদ্যমান কর্মসংস্থান করুন।

- কার্যভার পার্থক্য কর্মসংস্থান করুন।
- নিয়ম-পরিদর্শন কর্মসংস্থান করুন।
- কার্যভার পার্থক্য কর্মসংস্থান করুন।
- নিয়ম-পরিদর্শন কর্মসংস্থান করুন।
- কার্যভার পার্থক্য কর্মসংস্থান করুন।
- নিয়ম-পরিদর্শন কর্মসংস্থান করুন।

রূপান্তর ও সাজান কর্মসংস্থান করুন।

- কার্যভার পার্থক্য কর্মসংস্থান করুন।
- নিয়ম-পরিদর্শন কর্মসংস্থান করুন।
- কার্যভার পার্থক্য কর্মসংস্থান করুন।
- নিয়ম-পরিদর্শন কর্মসংস্থান করুন।
- কার্যভার পার্থক্য কর্মসংস্থান করুন।
- নিয়ম-পরিদর্শন কর্মসংস্থান করুন।

SQUARE TOILETRIES LIMITED
ষাটি আপনার থাকে বাংলাদেশকে বিশ্বমণ্ডলে
তুলে ধরার সংকল্প তাহলে যোগ দিন আমাদের সাথে

ISO 9001:2008 সম্পর্কে এবং শেষের অন্যান্য শীর্ষস্থানীয় টার্মিনাল ও কমান্ডের পদ্ধতি উৎপাদনকারী অন্যান্য
ক্যাম্পাস টার্মিনাল নিউএ নিউএ পদে জরুরি তিন্টিতে কিছু সংখ্যালী পরিশীলী ও উদার প্রাণী প্রযোজন।

পদ্ধতি ট্রেনিং নেওয়া অফিসার কর্মসূচি: বাংলাদেশের বেকোনো অঞ্চল

কর্মীর:
- ফর্মে প্রতিক্রিয়া আর ব্যবসায়িক কাজ পাঠানো করা তাঁর সাহিত বুঝিয়ে দেয়া
- প্যাকেজ উইকডিটের তিন্ট খুঁজে পাওয়া এবং টার্মিনালে কিছু বিলে সরবরাহ করা
- বাণিজ্য আর প্রতিষ্ঠানী প্রান্তের লাগানোর এর করা অন্ততঃ কর্মহনন করা

ম্যানেজার ব্যবস্থাপনা:
- তথ্যপ্রদর্শন কোনো বিষয়বিদ্যায় থেকে থেকে থেকে টুইট করা হয়
- টিকাট প্রিয় কিন্তু ৪ বছরের এক বছরের মূল সন্ধান শুরু করে দেখা হয়
- কাফি অনুমতি ৩৫ বছর

যদি আপনার থাকে বাংলাদেশের মাধ্যমে বিশ্বমগ্ন একটি সংস্কার আর যদি থাকে প্রশাসনিক আলাপ্য, তাহলে
১৭ ফেব্রুয়ারি ২০১৭ তারিখের সন্ধান জন্য একে আর প্রশাসনপত্তন নিভি এবং কাফি সদা কোনো কোনো পারমাণু সাইজের ছবি নিচের
হিসেবে পাঠানো হয়।

ব্যবস্থাপনার মানসম্পত্তির
বিবিশিষ্ট বিজ্ঞান বিকাশ উদ্যোক্তাকে, ক্যাম্পাস টার্মিনাল নিউএ, ক্যাম্পাস শেরার, ১১ তলা, ৭২ বন্দ্যোপাধ্যায় বা/এ, ভালা ১২১২
অন্য উপাদান অনুসারে যৌথক্ষেত্র ই-মেইল করব এই শ্রেষ্ঠত্ব। hrd-stl@squaregroup.com

ক্লিক! যাবের একাধারে ই-মেইলের বিষয় হাইভ্রন নেরে নেরে অবশ্যই উল্লেখ করতে হবে।
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